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Fourth Quarter 2021
The performance of securities mentioned within this letter refers to how the security performed in the market and does
not reflect the performance attributed to the core equity portfolio. Please see the chart at the end of letter, which reflects
the full list of contributors and detractors based on each security's weighting within the core equity portfolio.
For a copy of Ensemble Capital’s equity strategy performance track record, please email a request to
info@ensemblecapital.com.

For much of the past two years our quarterly letters have focused on economic and COVID related
commentary. The urgency of these issues, and the complex and dynamic ways they have strongly
influenced company level fundamentals, required that we prioritize analyzing and acting on these issues.
And since we seek to explain in these letters our assessment of the issues that are most relevant to our
investment strategy, these issues have dominated our commentary.
Macroeconomic factors and COVID will continue to impact our portfolio and our assessment of
investment opportunities for the foreseeable future. But today, they are better understood as part of the
underlying fabric of uncertainty on which investors always operate. This isn’t to diminish their importance,
but rather to accept that risks and opportunities related to these issues are now simply part of being an
investor in equities. With the Delta wave we saw only modest fluctuations in economic activity and stock
market performance. The same has been true, so far, during the rapidly spreading Omicron wave, which as
of this writing has not materially negatively impacted the stock market or US economy. Our point is not
that COVID will no longer impact the economy or market, rather it is that COVID is no longer a novel
source of uncertainty, but rather is one of many sources of uncertainty that equity investors always need to
contend with.
Many more people will get COVID. A lot more people will go to the hospital, which are currently filling up
towards capacity. But American consumers and businesses have also learned to adapt to engaging in
commerce even in the midst of a pandemic.
If you look back at history, you’ll find that macro issues, whether they be economic or issues like COVID,
terrorism, geopolitical conflict, or trade wars to cite a few examples, ebb and flow in their relative influence
over equity market performance. But there is no doubt that these factors reached a level of stock market
influence in 2020 that is only comparable to a handful of past historical events.
If you look at the top 20 largest one-day up and down moves in the US stock market over the last century,
you’ll find that all of them occurred during the Depression, the Financial Crisis, COVID and the 1987
stock market crash. While the 1987 stock market crash was a technical event contained to financial
markets, the other three events can very reasonably be considered the three most important macro events
to influence corporate America.
COVID is not over. Economic fluctuations will always occur and always matter. But the issues on which
our team is now focused in managing our investment strategy has begun to revert to the company specific
analysis on which we have long spent the vast majority of our time.
So, in this letter, we will cover the notable detractors and contributors to our fourth quarter investment
performance and then offer a discussion of an aspect of our investment strategy that we have not
previously offered much commentary on.
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Notable detractors from our performance during the fourth quarter came from our investments in
Illumina, Netflix, and Blackline.
Illumina: Illumina continued to underperform the market for two reasons in our view despite strong
fundamentals with revenue growth expected to come in at 40% in 2021 and 17% in 2022. The first is
continued uncertainty by the market on regulatory acceptance of the GRAIL acquisition which brings the
most advanced and broadest 50 cancer screening tests via a single blood draw. The second headwind for
the stock has been a market sentiment shift away from all things biotech, with indicators like the S&P
Biotech Index down 11% in the quarter and poster child Moderna down 34%. Illumina’s stock was down
6% during the quarter.
Netflix: Netflix stock took a breather in the first half of this year after very strong performance in 2020.
This reversed starting in August as investors’ attention turned to the strong slate of new shows the
company would be launching at year end and in early 2022 after COVID slowed content production and
created a gap in new hit shows for the company. But the selloff in fast growing, highly valued technologyrelated companies that began in mid-November caused the stock to give back the gains it achieved earlier
in the quarter with the stock finishing down 1% for the quarter.
Blackline: Blackline’s stock was down, along with other high-growth Software as a Service stocks, during
the quarter. While we believe that many of these types of businesses became very over valued earlier this
year and their declines this quarter were justified, we think Blackline is worth materially more than the
current market price. We will be discussing this company at length later in this letter. The stock finished the
quarter down 12%.
On the more positive side, we saw notable performance contribution from Home Depot, Ferrari and
NVR.
Home Depot: In the midst of a housing shortage and rising home prices, Americans turned to home
improvement projects with Home Depot’s startlingly fast growth in 2020 continuing throughout 2021.
With each quarter that passed showing a continuation of strong growth rather than the slowdown that
many investors expected, the stock led the S&P 500 for most of the year and turned in a heady 27% rally in
the fourth quarter to close out the year. Notably, while Do It Yourself homeowners did indeed shop at
Home Depot less than they did during record setting 2020, almost half of the company’s revenue comes
from Pro contractors where strong growth continues.
Ferrari: After navigating the pandemic extraordinarily well for a car company despite major challenges to
maintaining production levels, Ferrari’s stock was weak to begin the year and then bounced around in a
relatively tight range even as the broader market rallied. But when the company held their third quarter
earnings call and highlighted their efforts in transitioning to electric powertrains, the stock took off and
finished the quarter up 24%. One well known Wall Street analyst even labeled Ferrari his “favorite electric
vehicle stock.” But in our view, Ferrari’s efforts to shift to hybrid and electric cars has been understood by
long term investors for some time. While we were pleased to see the stock rally and better reflect our
assessment of the value of the company, we didn’t see the commentary coming out of their earnings call as
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being particularly incremental to our investment thesis. That being said, it was great to hear their new CEO
strongly endorse their electrification strategy.
NVR: While the United States needs to build about 1.3 million new housing units a year just to keep up
with demographic demand and replace homes that are torn down, we have built far fewer than that ever
since the housing bust of over a decade ago. Now, with demand for homes surging, yet builders
constrained due to supply chain and labor issues, companies like NVR are struggling to build new homes
as fast as buyers are demanding them. While NVR’s stock was strong all year, news flow in the home
building industry during the fourth quarter pointed to continued strong gross margins as record high selling
prices boosted results. NVR’s stock rallied 23% in the quarter to close out the year.
While Ensemble’s investment strategy is focused on owning companies that are already deeply
competitively advantaged, we know that what really matters is that our companies remain competitively
advantaged in the future. Competitive moats erode over time unless they are diligently and proactively
maintained. So, we focus on identifying companies that have strong competitive positioning and which we
believe will maintain those advantages over time.
The fact is that investors don’t get paid for observing how the world stands today. They get paid for
correctly understanding how the world will evolve over time. If a company starts off with ultra-high
competitive advantages, but has them diminished to just strong competitive advantages is likely to see its
stock underperform as investors assign less value to the company. On the other hand, a company that
starts off with moderate competitive advantages, but works to improve their positioning so they display
strong competitive advantages, is likely to see its stock outperform as investor recalibrate the valuation,
they assign the company to reflect the stronger positioning.
While we talk about return on invested capital (ROIC) a lot, the fact is, it is return on incremental invested
capital (ROIIC) that measures how much return a company can generate in the future and investors only
get paid for what happens in the future, not what happened in the past.
Over a decade ago we read a research report published by RS Investments that examined changes in ROIC
and stock price performance. The key table illustrating their findings is found below.
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(Source: ROIC: The Essential Measure of Value, by RS Investments)
What the chart shows is that regardless of whether the starting or ending level of ROIC is high or low in
absolute terms, the stocks of companies that exhibit rising ROIC outperform the market, while the stocks
of companies that exhibit declining ROIC underperform.
As long-term investors, we think of businesses as suffering from increasing entropy. Entropy is a measure
of disorder in a system and while corporations are designed to organize people, over time they face a
natural force of decay. For this reason, when thinking about the long-term, we are primarily focused on
finding companies that can preserve their competitive advantages at the high levels at which they currently
stand. If you look at the 20-year chart in the illustration above, you’ll see that making it into the top quartile
of stocks by ROIC only means your ROIC did not decline. And so, while we would like to see all of our
holdings improve their competitive standing and ROIC over time, we know that just fighting off
competition and preserving strong competitive advantages over a long time period is already a high bar.
But since the inception of our strategy, we have from time to time made investments in companies where
the current competitive advantages are solid, but do not yet cross the very high expectations we generally
maintain for a company to qualify for our portfolio. Instead, these companies exhibit solid, but rapidly
increasing competitive advantages, which we believe will cause the company to reach a level of competitive
advantage that meets our expectations in the future. We call these stocks emerging moat businesses.
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An emerging moat business is one in which we see very clear signs of current and, particularly, future
competitive advantages. These businesses are already solid companies, but they have not yet fully
established their competitive positioning. The reasons for this vary, but the commonality is that for these
companies to make it into our portfolio, we need to believe that over the coming five years, their
competitive positioning will solidify, causing investors to more highly value the stock and ROIC to
increase.
Because we recognize that these companies have weaker current competitive defenses compared to our
average core portfolio holding, our internal policy is to limit our investments in emerging moat companies
to a 2% weight at cost in our portfolio. While the returns that accrue to companies that do improve their
competitive positing and ROIC are large, there is always the risk that we are wrong, and the company fails
to dig the deep competitive moat that we expect them to.
Hopefully, our small initial investment generates strong performance as the company’s competitive
standing improves. But even more importantly, our goal is to identify sooner than the market the point at
which rising competitive advantages make the company no longer an “emerging moat” but rather a newly
minted competitively advantaged company allowing us to increase our position size before other investors
fully reprice the stock to a higher valuation that reflects the improved competitive situation.
A series of examples will bring our thinking on this topic to life.
Netflix: We first bought Netflix in 2016 and took a small position size. At the time, we believed that the
company, which had launched House of Cards their first hit Netflix Original show in 2013, was in the early
stages of building a strong set of competitive advantages that would prevent the big legacy media
companies from swooping in to kill their business if it became too successful.
In the years leading up to our investment, Netflix the company had begun slowing raising prices in the
more mature US market at a low single digit rate. But in 2016, they began increasing prices at a high single
digit rate. Pricing power, or the ability to raise prices without losing customers, is a key hallmark of a
competitively advantaged business. We had been monitoring the way that Netflix’s non-US subscriber base
was growing to nearly equal the US subscriber base and we believed that the company was well on its way
to building the first truly global scale TV and movie distribution system.
But as much as we believed Netflix was on the right track, we were not yet convinced that a well-resourced
competitor – like Disney for example – wouldn’t be able to launch a debilitating competitive attack on the
company. While we believed that Netflix was already a strong company, with solid competitive advantages,
we were not yet convinced that it fully met our very high threshold to be included in our core portfolio.
By 2018, Netflix subscription price increases were continuing to run at high single digit rates and yet there
was no obvious resistance from customers. In addition, Netflix’s library of original shows was exploding in
size with growing local content for geographies outside of the US. By this point, we had become convinced
that Netflix didn’t just have an emerging moat, but that they now qualified as a full size, core position in
our portfolio. When Disney Plus launched at the end of 2019, we felt confident that while the attack may
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well have damaged Netflix if it had been done years earlier, it was too late, and Netflix’s competitive
advantages would prevail.
Trupanion: We invested in pet insurance company Trupanion in 2018. At the time, we believed that the
company was disrupting the pet insurance industry and creating a much larger category that they would
come to dominate over time. Pet insurance in the US had typically been an industry that did not offer
customers good value and only 1%-2% of US pet households had insurance. But Trupanion’s founder and
CEO, Darryl Rawlings, was following a much more customer-friendly business model already seen in select
foreign markets, where as many as 25% of pet households have insurance.
Trupanion was an early-stage company. They were growing quickly and building a strong set of competitive
advantages based around their tight relationship with vets, who were a strong source of referral-based
growth. Our view was that Trupanion’s advantages were growing, but there was still time for large, wellresourced insurance companies to copy Trupanion’s playbook and prevent them from obtaining the level
of growth that we expected.
We believe the talent of management teams is always one of the major determinants of corporate success.
However, in a founder-led, mission driven, emerging moat business like Trupanion, the role of
management and the unique talents of the founder are especially critical. While Trupanion generally
executed on our financial expectations while we held the stock, in 2019 Rawlings announced that rather
than remain CEO for “the next 15 to 20 years” as he had previously stated, he would instead be stepping
away from the CEO role in 2025. While we also had other concerns about Trupanion’s emerging moat
status, once it became clear that we could not count on the founder to lead the company for as long as we
expected it would take to build a truly protected, competitively advantaged business, we decided to sell out
of our position.
A key point about emerging moat investments is that while we believe the upside potential over the long
term is very large, we also recognize that our conviction in our outlook is lower than stocks in our core
portfolio. This is why we make smaller sized investments in emerging moat businesses. It also means, like
in the case of Trupanion, that if key parts of our investment thesis are cast into doubt, we will be more
likely to simply exit the investment and move on compared to our core portfolio holdings.
Blackline: In 2019, we took a position in Blackline, an enterprise software business that offers a niche, but
rapidly growing solution to help companies close their financial books each quarter. We profile Blackline in
depth later in this letter. But briefly, the company’s major competitor is home grown Microsoft Excelbased solutions that companies have developed over the years to complete what is a very manual process.
Blackline’s solution automates and streamlines this time-consuming activity. But while we are confident,
they have a best-in-class solution, the company still has a way to go before we can be confident that they
can successfully manage their way through any competitive assaults that may occur in the future from one
of the large, integrated enterprise software companies, or from other disruptive startups that may try to go
after the same prize that Blackline is pursuing.
These three examples, Netflix moving from emerging moat status to a member of our core portfolio,
Blackline remaining as an emerging moat business for the time being, and Trupanion seeing its time in our
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portfolio cut short due to an unexpected development that reduced our confidence in their long-term
success, are how we see all emerging moat stocks playing out over time.
Our small initial position size in emerging moat businesses reflects the lower level of confidence we have
relative to our core portfolio of deeply competitively advantaged companies. The small size also provides
us with more room to hold the stock even during periods when it may have gotten ahead of the company’s
success and be due for a sharp correction at some unpredictable time in the future.
These investment opportunities are less about paying a cheap price and more about us trying to correctly
assess an unusually large business opportunity related to a change in competitive dynamics. Therefore, it is
important for us to recognize the relatively wide range of fair value these businesses have at any given time.
By maintaining relatively small position sizes, we don’t force ourselves to trim our holding abruptly if the
stock appreciates dramatically. At the same time, these emerging businesses are far more likely than our
core holdings to experience large and abrupt declines in their stock price if other investors come to doubt
their long-term outlook, and our smaller position sizes reduce the risk to our portfolio from this potential
outcome as well.
In general, our policy is not to comment frequently on our emerging moat investments. These companies
are subject to more uncertainty and more rapid change than our core portfolio on which we offer ongoing
and extensive commentary. In some cases, we believe commenting on emerging moat stocks may not be in
the best interest of our investors. But today, we want to call out our multiyear investment in Blackline and
our brand-new investment in Peloton, as our current emerging moat holdings.
It is our internal policy to not allow more than 10% of our portfolio by weight to be made up of emerging
moat business. Historically, we have not seen our allocation to these types of businesses exceed 5%. But
our experience with Netflix, first identified as an emerging moat business before later becoming the largest
holding in our core portfolio, helps demonstrate the way these investments can make very large, long-term
contributions to our investment strategy performance.

Company Focus: Blackline (BL) and Costco (COST)
Blackline
Blackline is a software company focused on bringing modern technology and automation to the accounting
and finance departments of large and mid-size companies. Its software automates and brings visibility to
critical accounting functions including financial close management, account reconciliation, intercompany
accounting, compliance, and accounts receivables.
The software is sold to businesses’ finance and accounting departments where employees are the users of
the software. As of September 30, 2021, Blackline had 3,700 companies as customers and over 315,000
users of its software. As result, it is expected to generate over $400 million in revenue in 2021 nearly
double the amount it generated just three years ago and more than five times what it generated in 2016.
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Blackline has grown so fast because it solves a critical pain-point at companies that relates to the multitude
of systems across departments and subsidiaries (some of which are acquired business with their own legacy
systems) that need to be integrated, in order to access the embedded transaction data, and reconciled to get
a complete view of the financial results at the corporate level.

As a result, there is a lot of manual work involving accountants sending spreadsheets of critical data back
and forth as they work through the financial close process, a fancy term for ensuring transactions across
systems reconcile and finalizing the accounting records into an immutable record. The result of this are the
financial statements that are then reviewed by third-party auditors before they are shared with shareholders,
regulators, and partners as a company’s definitive record of activity for a given period.
Blackline’s software is based in the “cloud” as opposed to computers on the premises of customers, also
known as Software as a Service or “SaaS,” which allows for several advantages for customers. One is that
customers do not have to expend as much in labor resources to manage the software nor the hardware it
runs on, which reduces the overhead IT burden and creates shared scale economics that result in lower
overall costs. The second is that updates and new features added to the software are available
simultaneously to all customers and at a higher frequency, which incorporate both suggestions from
customers for improvement, new integrations with more systems as the customer base expands, and bug
fixes. Lastly, it allows for easier, more secure, and auditable collaboration, both among employees in
various departments inside the company and with outside collaborators such as auditors and partners. This
also brings much improved visibility and control over collaborative team workflows and data as they head
towards a period-close deadline.
Since accounting departments are considered “back office,” despite their critical nature in informing
management and stakeholders of the state of the enterprise, investment in technology has lagged other
higher priority front office and production areas in many industries. However, the accumulation of
efficiency enhancing automation technologies accelerated by COVID-driven urgency towards a de facto
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work from anywhere solution has really helped drive increased demand for “Digital Transformation”
solutions like Blackline’s.
Given Blackline’s leading position in this niche and its strong cultural focus on customer success, we
believe Blackline has a long runway of growth ahead. Industry analysts and Blackline estimate the market
for its targeted software solution is comprised of 165,000 businesses globally with a $28 billion total
addressable market. While we are always skeptical of large market estimates, we are certain that there are
over a hundred thousand companies (customers) with millions of accounting/finance employees (users) for
whom a more efficient and reliable solution to automate and manage their repetitive, but important,
workload creates a very large market against which Blackline can execute.
As one would imagine, when a software solution is integrated into a critical, collaborative function within a
company and partner ecosystem, it is hard to switch away from the vendor. That of course comprises
Blackline’s competitive moat within its customer base. In addition, as it proves its value to customers and
enables its users to succeed, it opens the door to new adjacent opportunities within that user-base. This
adjacent opportunity is what drove its expansion into Accounts Receivables management with its
acquisition last year of Rimilia from its initial footprint in Financial Close automation. Evidence of that
moat and success has been its average customer retention rate of 97% over the past 5 years and a revenue
retention rate of 109%, i.e., the 97% of customers who renew their contracts with Blackline each year buy
12% more services when they do. The increase results from a combination of more users, more products,
more subsidiaries, more geographies, and price increases.
While we have good evidence for the value that Blackline’s software brings to customers and users, it is still
a relatively small company with a small but fast-growing footprint that is overshadowed by much bigger
players in the Enterprise Resource Management (ERP) software space, who play in adjacent parts of the
market into which Blackline integrates. This is why we categorize Blackline as an Emerging Moat company
until it gets to a scale where the threats become less existential. In its favor in competitive bake offs is
Blackline’s strong record of customer success and as the independent solution, Blackline’s software works
much better among the disparate often competitive systems where the solution needs to be able to
integrate into disparate systems (often with their cooperation) to be effective. Nevertheless, ERP players
like Oracle are more likely to be used in single vendor standardized environments where the ERP provider
could choose to “throw in” its own financial close system as an alternative to Blackline.
Having said that, the largest ERP vendor, SAP (Oracle is 2nd), has chosen to partner with Blackline’s
solution rather than develop its own, going as far as paying its own salespeople commissions on the
Blackline sales they drive in its lucrative customer base of 425,000 customers, including 10,000 that
generate over $1 billion in revenue. The SAP partnership alone drives about a quarter of Blackline’s new
sales while other partners among the major consulting firms, like Deloitte, EY, KPMG, and Cap Gemini,
play an influencing role in most all large deals, thereby bringing leverage to Blackline’s own sales efforts.
Importantly Blackline’s new CEO and former COO Mark Huffman, who was picked as her successor by
founder Therese Tucker, led sales at NetSuite, where he helped grow sales from $3 million to $1 billion
before its acquisition by Oracle. We believe the combination of Huffman’s leadership, Blackline’s culture
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of focusing on creating value and success for customers, and the deepening relationships with its partners
will help Blackline continue to continue to scale its business globally and further enhance its competitive
advantages over the next few years.

Costco
There are a handful of events that drive major changes in people’s shopping routines. Two of these are
moving and having children. Naturally, when you buy a new house or have kids, retailers pepper you with
emails and mailers containing valuable coupons and offers because they want to become a part of your new
shopping routine.
It turns out that a global pandemic is another one of those routine-altering events. In early 2020, as stay-athome and quarantine orders rolled out around the country, shoppers flocked to Costco to load up on
essentials like paper products and food and non-essentials like TVs and alcoholic beverages (or maybe
these are “essentials” during a pandemic?).
During this abnormal period, Costco proved and reinforced its membership value proposition. If you want
your pantry to be well stocked and limit your shopping trips – all the while getting great value for your
money - Costco showed it is the place to go.
Membership loyalty, already strong before the pandemic, continued to increase well after quarantines and
stay-at-home orders were lifted. A recent survey by Evercore ISI showed that between 2020 and 2021
Costco gained loyalty across every tested demographic by age and income except for incomes below
$45,000. Notably, its biggest loyalty gains came from the 18 to 34 and 35 to 54 year old age groups and
incomes between $45,000 and $74,999.
The beauty of Costco’s business model is its simplicity. Customers pay an annual fee to become either a
Gold Star (currently $60 in the U.S.) or Executive ($120) member. Executive membership has some
additional benefits, most notably a 2% reward on purchases. To shop at a Costco warehouse, you need to
purchase one of the two memberships, whether you’re a household or a business shopper.
Costco, in turn, works for the member by getting its best price on quality items and then marking them up
at a flat rate. For most merchandise, Costco marks up its products by 11% over cost; for its private-label
Kirkland brand, the mark up is between 14% and 15%.
There are typically 4,000 items (“SKUs”) in a Costco warehouse at a given time, compared with 50,000 or
even 100,000 items at other major retailers like Target and Walmart. There are a few benefits to having less
SKUs. One is that there are only a handful of products that you can reliably find with each visit. This
creates a “treasure hunt” mentality for Costco shoppers which encourages them to load up when their
favorite items are in stock. Part of Costco’s brilliance is its ability to convince you to keep its inventory at
your house.
A secondary benefit is that, as Costco grows its membership base, it generates more revenue against a
smaller number of SKUs, giving it more bargaining power over suppliers. This enables Costco to get even
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better prices for its members, which it fully passes onto them, further proving the value proposition of
being a Costco member.
Importantly, Costco could press its bargaining power advantage too far and mortgage its moat, but it is
known for being a good partner to suppliers. Costco’s business model incentivizes this behavior. Because it
makes most of its profit from membership fees rather than merchandise sales, Costco doesn’t have to
continually squeeze suppliers to get an extra penny or two.
Costco could, of course, decide to not pass on supplier savings to its members or squeeze its suppliers for
extra profit and post a much higher earnings per share figure, but this short-term gain would result in longterm pain as it would break the virtuous cycle it’s built among its stakeholders over the last 40 years.
Costco’s virtuous stakeholder cycle begins with its employees. The company has long paid its warehouse
employees well above the retail average and offered health insurance and benefits as well. Back in the early
2000s, in fact, some investors and analysts bemoaned the fact that Costco was so generous to employees
and demanded management cut back to boost profits. Costco held the line and showed the doubters that
its model not only was the right thing to do but led to far better shareholder returns than produced by
other retailers.
The company’s success has not gone unnoticed, and competitors have tried numerous ways to attack its
moat, but Costco has endured the challenges. Beyond other warehouse models like Walmart’s Sam’s Club
and BJ’s Wholesale, investors have at various times in the last decade grown nervous about digital
competition.
The day Amazon announced its acquisition of Whole Foods in June 2017, for example, Costco’s trading
volume increased more than 13-fold compared to the day before the announcement. And over the next
week, Costco’s stock fell over 15%. It’s easy to see why investors might have been spooked by the
acquisition. Amazon’s Prime membership is many times larger than Costco’s and if Prime members could
now order groceries from Whole Foods, why would Prime members need to keep their Costco
membership?
Another digital competitor, Boxed.com, was founded in 2013 and offers bulk-sized deals like Costco with
the added convenience of mobile ordering and delivery. What’s more, no membership fee is required to
purchase from Boxed.
Key to understanding Costco’s advantage against digital competition, however, is that Costco doesn't sell
convenience and its members are, by and large, not seeking convenience. What Costco sells instead is
permission for frugal people to spend money and not feel bad about it. You might put too much in your
cart at Costco and be shocked by the bill at the register, but you don’t feel like you got ripped off. Indeed,
Costco members will often add, “I got it at Costco,” when telling a friend about a big purchase they just
made as a sort of justification for their splurge.
Nevertheless, e-commerce is a big opportunity for Costco. In March 2020, Costco made its largest ever
acquisition, buying logistics company Innovel Solutions for $1 billion from the parent company of Sears
and Kmart. Innovel had distribution warehouses and last-mile delivery and installation services that Costco
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has leveraged to improve its delivery offerings to members. E-commerce is a better way for Costco to sell
big and bulky items like refrigerators and washer and dryers, which typically do not move quickly on the
warehouse floor and take up a lot of space.
Two additional benefits of expanding its e-commerce operations is that Costco can better connect with
members who may not live near a warehouse. If you live 50 miles from the closest Costco, you may shop
there once every month and not find an Executive membership necessary. However, if you can put your
membership to greater use with a more robust e-commerce offering, you’ll be more likely to renew and
consider an Executive membership upgrade.
Executive membership upgrades have been a tailwind for the US/Canada operations over the past decade.
In 2009, Executive memberships accounted for 29% of all memberships; in fiscal 2021 it was 42%. Last
year, 55% of US/Canada members had Executive memberships compared with just 17% of international
members. Costco has added Executive membership offerings in Japan and Taiwan in recent years and we
expect the Executive membership mix to improve overseas in the coming years.
Executive membership growth is important to our Costco thesis. First and most obviously, it increases
membership fee revenue, which is pure profit. The second reason is that it encourages more spending at
Costco. If a member spends at least $3,000 a year ($250 per month) at Costco, it makes sense for them to
have an Executive membership given the 2% cash reward. Over the last twelve months, the average
Executive membership spent $5,539 on merchandise versus $1,659 for Gold Card members. The former
has made Costco a part of their regular shopping routine while the latter uses it more for one-off
purchases. The more Costco can convince Gold Card members to routinely use their Costco membership,
the more likely they’ll be to upgrade to Executive.
Costco’s international presence is still relatively nascent, and the company aims to add more warehouses
outside of US/Canada in fiscal 2022. As was the case in US/Canada, each incremental warehouse in a
country increases its membership base and bargaining power with suppliers, fostering the virtuous cycle in
new markets. We are optimistic that Costco can further delight its international customers leading to more
Executive memberships and more spending at its stores.
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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. It should not be assumed
that the recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities listed
above. The performance information shown above has been calculated using a representative client account managed
by the firm in our core equity strategy and represents the securities held for the quarter ended 12/31/2021. Information
on the methodology used to calculate the performance information is available upon request. The performance shown
in this chart will not equal Ensemble’s composite performance due to, among other things, the deduction of fees and
expenses from the composite performance and the timing of transactions in Ensemble’s clients’ accounts.
ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Ensemble Capital is an SEC registered investment adviser; however, this does not imply any level of skill or training
and no inference of such should be made. The opinions expressed herein are as of the date of publication and are
provided for informational purposes only. Content will not be updated after publication and should not be considered
current after the publication date. We provide historical content for transparency purposes only. All opinions are
subject to change without notice and due to changes in the market or economic conditions may not necessarily come
to pass. Nothing contained herein should be construed as a comprehensive statement of the matters discussed,
considered investment, financial, legal, or tax advice, or a recommendation to buy or sell any securities, and no
investment decision should be made based solely on any information provided herein. Ensemble Capital does not
become a fiduciary to any reader or other person or entity by the person’s use of or access to the material. The reader
assumes the responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of any information or other content
and for any decisions based on such content.
All investments in securities carry risks, including the risk of losing one’s entire investment. Investing in stocks, bonds,
exchange traded funds, mutual funds, and money market funds involve risk of loss. Different types of investments
involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable or suitable
for a particular investor's financial situation or risk tolerance. Some securities rely on leverage which accentuates gains
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& losses. Foreign investing involves greater volatility and political, economic and currency risks and differences in
accounting methods. Future investments will be made under different economic and market conditions than those
that prevailed during past periods. Past performance of an individual security is no guarantee of future results. Past
performance of Ensemble Capital client investment accounts is no guarantee of future results. In addition, there is no
guarantee that the investment objectives of Ensemble Capital’s core equity strategy will be met. Asset allocation and
portfolio diversification cannot ensure or guarantee better performance and cannot eliminate the risk of investment
losses.
As a result of client-specific circumstances, individual clients may hold positions that are not part of Ensemble Capital’s
core equity strategy. Ensemble is a fully discretionary adviser and may exit a portfolio position at any time without
notice, in its own discretion. Ensemble Capital employees and related persons may hold positions or other interests in
the securities mentioned herein. Employees and related persons trade for their own accounts on the basis of their
personal investment goals and financial circumstances.
Some of the information provided herein has been obtained from third party sources that we believe to be reliable,
but it is not guaranteed. This content may contain forward-looking statements using terminology such as "may", "will",
"expect", "intend", "anticipate", "estimate", "believe", "continue", “potential” or other similar terms. Although we
make such statements based on assumptions that we believe to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual
results will not differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Such statements involve risks,
uncertainties and assumptions and should not be construed as any kind of guarantee. Readers are cautioned not to put
undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
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